MODEL PRACTICE QUESTION No – 106 (17.11.2018)
1. Use of antibiotics in poultry poses health risks to all and should be strictly
banned. Critically analyse.
(250 words)

Answer:
Antibiotics in poultry are used for the following reasons :




The issue of antibiotic use in livestock is particularly for non-therapeutic use such
as mass disease prevention or growth promotion of poultry, pigs etc.
Studies conducted by the Centre for Science and Environment has shown the use
of important antimicrobials, including critically important ones in poultry and
aquaculture.
Indian chicken producers claim that antibiotics are used only for treating sick
birds.

Why rampant usage of antibiotics continues in Poultry and why it should be
strictly banned :







Unregulated sale of the drugs for human or animal use accessed without
prescription or diagnosis has led to unchecked consumption and misuse.
 Of tested birds destined for meat consumption, 87% had the super germs based
on a study published in the journal Environmental Health Perspectives.
Farms supplying India’s biggest poultry-meat companies routinely use medicines
classified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as “critically important” as a
way of staving off disease or to make them gain weight faster, so that more can be
grown each year for greater profit.
 One drug typically given this way is Colistin which is used to treat patients
critically ill with infections that have become resistant to nearly all other drugs.
In India, the poultry industry is booming. The amount of chicken produced
doubled between 2003 and 2013. Chicken is popular because it can be eaten by
people of all religions and affordable. Experts predict the rising demand for protein
will cause a surge in antibiotic use in livestock. India’s consumption of antibiotics
in chickens is predicted to rise fivefold by 2030 compared to 2010.
Lax regulation: India does not have an effective integrated policy to control the use of
antibiotics in livestock and poultry with a viewpoint of containing antibiotic
resistance
 In 2014 the Agriculture Ministry sent an advisory letter to all State governments
asking them to review the use of antibiotic growth promoters. However, the
directive was non-binding, and none have introduced legislation to date.
 Even the guidelines of the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) on poultry
waste management do not adequately address ABR.
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In India, at least five animal pharmaceutical companies are openly advertising
products containing Colistin as growth promoters.
 Chickens are fed antibiotics so that they gain weight and grow fast.
 Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) has found residues of antibiotics in
40 per cent of the chicken samples it tested.
 In Europe, Colistin is available to farmers only if prescribed by a vet for the
treatment of sick animals. In India there is no such thing.
India, level of awareness regarding antibiotic resistance is very low.
Antibiotics are also coming from China as the imports are not regulated
Poultry farmers also ignore the mandatory withdrawal period, time gap between the
use of antibiotics and when it is slaughtered that helps ensure that high levels of
antibiotic residues do not pass on to humans.
While many poultry farmers are aware of other options or antibiotic-free growth
promoter feed supplements, their high cost is prohibitive for smaller players. Bigger
farmers are less keen because there is no incentive to make antibiotic-free
chickens.

Health and other risks :










Because resistance blunts the effectiveness of drugs designed to cure or prevent
infection.
 The bacteria survive and continue to multiply rendering ineffectual treatment
for serious illnesses like pneumonia and tuberculosis, even prophylaxis in, say,
caesarian deliveries. It hampers recovery in post-operative surgery.
Public health experts have suspected that such rampant use of antibiotics could be
a reason for increasing antibiotic resistance in India.
 These mutated robust strains bypass toxic effects of antibiotics, making them
ineffective. They can easily spread among the flock and contaminate the food
chain.
 They can also alter the genetic material of other bacteria, often pathogenic ones,
making them resistant to several drugs and resulting in a global pandemic.
Antibiotic residues present in the meat can directly unleash an assault on
microbes in humans.
The mutated robust microbe strain can invade the body and cause diseases that
are difficult to treat. Even mild infections require stronger dosage.
These drug-resistant bacteria could nullify the gains of modern medicine by
compromising the success of organ transplants, high-end surgeries and cancer
chemotherapy.
With drugs losing their effectiveness, the world would need newer antibiotics.
Unfortunately, no new class of antibiotic has hit the market since late 1980s.
Annual healthcare cost due to antibiotic resistance is estimated to be as high as
$20 billion, with an additional productivity loss of up to $35 billion in the US.
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Treating fatal diseases like sepsis, pneumonia and tuberculosis (TB) are becoming
tough because microbes that cause these diseases are increasingly becoming
resistant to fluoroquinolones.
Farmhands who handle the birds often wear open-toe shoes, providing a conduit of
entry for resistant bacteria and resistance genes into the community and hospitals,
where further person-to-person transmission is possible.

Way ahead:















Ban the use of antibiotics for growth promotion and mass disease prevention. It
should only be used to cure the sick animals based on prescription of veterinarians
Antibiotics should not be allowed in feed and feed. The government should set
standards for animal feed and regulate the business
Encourage development, production and use of alternative antibiotic-free growth
promoters, such as herbal supplements
All animal antibiotics should be traceable from manufacturing site to user.
Implement stringent control on import of antibiotics and feed supplements
Good farm management practices should be followed to control infection and stress
among the flock.
Veterinarians should be trained and educated on judicious use of antibiotics and
infection prevention. The government should ensure that veterinarians do not get
incentives for prescribing more antibiotics
There is a need to introduce a labelling system wherein poultry raised without use
of antibiotics should be labelled through reliable certified schemes to facilitate
consumer choice.
It is necessary to create an integrated surveillance system to monitor antibiotics
use and antibiotics resistance trends in humans, animals and food chain. A
national-level database should be developed and kept in the public domain.
Citizens should be educated about what they are eating, what does their food
contain, and what are the consequences.
Herbal feeds: Other countries are importing herbal animal feeds from India. The effectiveness
of these herbal feeds should be studied for Indian conditions. And if these feeds
pass the test, Indian farmers should be advised to use them.
The government must issue advisories asking poultry farmers to stop the use of
Colistin and maintain records of the overall use of all drugs given to poultry. This
should become a strict requirement for the poultry industry.
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PRACTICE QUESTIONS
Answer the following Questions
1. Implementation of RERA leaves a lot to be desired. Critically analyze. (250 words)
2. Examine why majority of Agriculture credit provided by Indian banks under
priority sector lending, does not accrue to small and marginal farmers. (250 words)
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